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After discontinuing publication for some years, The Interpreters’ Newsletter
now appears in a new format1 and has a new editorial board. This issue
was conceived to bridge the gap between past and future and is devoted to
studies carried out at the SSLMIT, University of Trieste, both by young and
older scholars to show what is going on in Trieste. The next issues will
have a new scientific board and a double blind peer-review system, though
these are only some of the changes The Interpreters’ Newsletter is undergoing
to cope and complywith the new research environmentwe are now living
in, albeit without forgetting the objectives leading to the founding of the
journal. Futher details about the philosophy to inform the future of The
Interpreters’ Newsletter are given at the end of this Editorial.
For this issue, I wanted to remain within the spirit of the publication

and, therefore, decided to offer young researchers large publication space.
The first three papers are a selection of empirical MA-theses, two on
simultaneous interpretation and one on interpreting in amedical setting.
Their contributions give an overview of their studies based on
experimental and empirical research with special attention to
methodology. The aim is to foster further debate within the interpreting
research community aboutmethods employed as well as to offer food for
thought for further developments, replications or constructive criticism.

1 The old issues are now available in electronic form at:
http://www.openstarts.units.it/dspace/handle/10077/2119.
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Lorenzo Bevilacqua’s and Diletta Pinochi’s papers address two issues
often mentioned in literature when listing possible stumbling-blocks in
simultaneous interpretation (SI): interpreting from verb-final languages
and interpreting numbers.
Lorenzo Bevilacqua is now an EU-interpreter and in his paper compares

SI-renderings by professional interpreters interpreting from two
germanic languages with verb-final structure, Dutch and German, into
Italian. Compared to German, Dutch makes wider use of extraposition
and, therefore, the use of verb-final structures is less frequent in Dutch
than in German, especially in formal language use. Original speeches and
their translations have been used for the experiment, therefore, it was
possible to compare the same speech-segments with verb-final structure
in German and in Dutch as well as instances in which the verb-final
structurewas present only in German but not inDutch. Differences in the
interpreters’ renditions depending on the presence or absence of verb-
final structure corroborated, therefore, the assumption of a greater
cognitive load when interpreting from German into Italian. Stratagies
such as anticipation, EVS, stalling, compression, omission have been used
to describe the way in which interpreters solve verb-final structures.
Pinochi’s study analyses SI-renditions of a speech dense in numbers by

advanced student-interpreters and investigates not only possible
universal causes for the high percentage of errors found while
interpreting numbers, but also examines whether language-dependent
causes can be recognized. The language pairs investigated are English-
Italian and German-Italian. The English and German versions of the same
speech were used to assess similarities and discrepancies between the
language-pairs and special attentionwas given to those instances inwhich
German numbers are pronounced from right to left while in English and
in Italian they are pronounced from left to right. An error category
‘transposition of digits‘ was chosenwithin the six error typologies to take
into account this kind of error and compare the results from the two
language pairs. Participants in the study had the choice of writing down
the numbers or not and the notes taken shed light on theway interpreting
students tackle numbers in SI under given experimental conditions.
Interpreting in medical settings in Italy is the subject of Pittarello’s

paper, a case-study aiming at contributing to a better understanding of
differences and similarities in the roles and tasks of mediators and
interpreters. Both terms coexist at present in Italy and designate similar
professional figures providing communication between healthcare
personnel and foreign patients. The lack of claritymay depend on the fact
that, in Italy, community interpreting professions and research in this
field are fairly recent. Aspects such as invisibility versus active
participation, expectations and opinions about the role of interpreters and
mediators, the use of personal pronouns and indirect speech were
investigated through a questionnaire submitted to healthcare providers
and interpreters/mediators, followed by an interview, the results of which
were compared with the results of mediated encounters and commented
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upon from a qualitative point of view. An integrated analysis was deemed
the best way to achieve the objectives of the study providing a complete and
holistic frame.
To counterbalance the young researchers side, the following two papers

concentrate on the teaching of conference interpreting. David Snelling
addresses the question of general knowledge ormore specifically what kind
of general knowledge could be expected from young conference interpreters
to cope with their task interpreting from English. The definition of what
general knowledge is ormay be lends itself to different interpretations. Is it
the background knowledge absorbed by living and growing up in a certain
country, language and culture? Or is it rather the result of studies,
experiences and cultural choices? And if so, can it be reduced to a canon, a
corpus, a list of accepted books shared by a given cultural community?
Certainly it can, but it is much more, depending on the cultural
environment acted in. David Snelling, former Dean of the SSLMIT, former
editor of The Interpreters’ Newsletter together with Laura Gran, simultaneous
interpreting professorwith over 30 years of experience in the field, suggests
what, in his opinion, may be important to read and know in terms of
institutional, literary and historical texts. His suggestions show what
readings are advisable to a young generation of future interpreters, but they
also contribute to acquiring better interpreting competence during the
never-ending task of continuous education and life-long learning of an
interpreter. Linguistic formulae and the way concepts are expressed in
words have a direct impact on what is understood and interpreted. Not
recognizing a given cultural, literary or institutional expression hampers an
accurate rendition of what the speaker is saying and, even worse, the
interpreter will not even be aware of what is happening.Mutatis mutandis,
the same can be said for a lack of knowledge of other specific subjects,
technical terms or idioms. The rapid retrieval of concepts through certain
linguistic expressions and the ability to express them accurately and quickly
in an other language contribute to a better quality in interpreting. Pursuing
the aim of quality in interpreting is the task of interpreting teaching. It can
be achieved, among other things, by raising language sensitivity in
interpreting-students, pointing to the subtleties of a specific language and
culture and to the risks inherent in a lack of knowledge, in whatever field.
Aptitude tests in conference interpreting have been, among others,

Salvador Pippa’s research-field in the past. Building on the knowledge
acquired, in this paper, Pippa shifts his attention to the thorny issue of the
evaluation of students at the end of interpreting studies. Notmuch has been
said on the subject so far, aptitude tests and intermediate exams being of
greater concern to researchers when tackling evaluation questions. A
possible reason is that student assessment at final exams is commonly felt
somehow easier than during or before entering conference interpreting
studies. On this occasion, student/interpreters have to show their command
of simultaneous and consecutive interpreting at professional level and there
is little doubt about what quality in conference interpreting is. Actually,
things are much more complex. Pippa illustrates the risks inherent in an
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intuitive approach to final evalutaton but also those inherent in too high
a number of criteria guiding evaluators. He proposes the adoption of
competence criteria rather than criteria assessing possible mistakes. At a
time whenmuch discussion is going on within interpreting faculties on
the level required at final exams and criticism is heard about the
insufficient preparation of candidates entering EU-tests, a deep reflection
on evaluation methods and criteria is needed to understand the reasons
and to bridge the gap between the university and the professional world.

Forthcoming Issues

The range of conference interpreting studies has greatly expanded.
Compared to the timewhen The Interpreters’ Newsletterwas first published,
it is now considerably diversified. In addition to conference interpreting,
it now encompasses community interpreting, with interpreting in
medical settings and public service interpreting, but also judicial
interpreting and interpreting for themedia, to name only those that have
gained momentum in the last 15 years. The Interpreters’ Newsletterwill be
open to all aspects of interpreting research in its broadest form and will
be published every year. The editors will be chosen depending on the
subject and will be internal and/or external to the editorial board with
guest editors for thematic volumes.
The next issue will contain a selection of contributions to the second

session of the conference Emerging Topics in Translation and Interpreting2, to
be held from the 16-18 June 2010 to celebrate the launch of the new Ph.D.
programme in Interpreting and Translation Studies of the Research
Department in Language, Interpreting and Translations Studies (DSLIT,
Dipartimento di Scienze del Linguaggio, dell’Interpretazione e della
Traduzione), University of Trieste, and the first thirty years of the Scuola
Superiore di LingueModerne per Interpreti e Traduttori as a fully-fledged
University Faculty. There will be five sessions corresponding to themain
research areas of DSLIT-members. The title of the second session, From
interpreting theory to the interpreting profession, will present papers on
simultaneous and consecutive interpreting research which – in addition
to highlightingmethodologies – are aimed at the professional world and
the way findings can be applied to conference interpreter training.
Coordinators of the session and editors will be Jane Cynthia Kellett and
Alessandra Riccardi.
The 2011 issue will be devoted to television interpreting. Editors of this

special issue are Francesco Straniero Sergio and Caterina Falbo.3

We verymuch hope that The Interpreters’ Newsletter in its new format will
be as kindly received and arouse asmuch interest as its predecessors.
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2 You can find the Conference Programme at: http://www.dslit.units.it/pageview?pid=31.
3 See the call for papers at the end of the volume.




